
 

HGIM’S Mission 

Mission Statement: The mission of HGIM is to change the spiritual, physical, educational and 

economic, condition of people groups around the world, where these changes are needed.  Through 

utilizing a multiplicity of dynamic and relevant initiatives, we seek to greatly improve the living 

conditions of individuals worldwide.   

 

The mission of HGIM will be accomplished as we train, equip, ordain, oversee, and support HGIM 

affiliates in the United States and abroad.   Our mission also includes strengthening the capacity 

and number of HGIM congregations engaged in ministry, in order to bring the care of the Kingdom 

of God to the lives of people living in underserved countries.  The impact our mission will have on 

people groups world-wide, will not only affect them naturally, but it will impact their lives  

spiritually as well.  Ultimately, our mission is to bring vast numbers of nationalities around the 

world to a saving knowledge of JESUS Christ.  With this knowledge, people in the nations of the 

world will become educated in the principles of Kingdom living that JESUS spoke about in His 

gospels.   

The reason we have embraced this as our mission, is because the great commission JESUS outlined 

in Mark 16:15, tells us to go into all the world and preach the gospel (the good news) to every 

creature.  So when we take the gospel to the four corners of the earth, we are doing exactly what 

JESUS has mandated for us.  Our good news to the sick is, they can be healed.  Our good news to 

the poor is, they can be prosperous. Our good news to the bound is, they can be set free.  Our good 

news to the unsophisticated is they can be scholarly. Our good news to the dependent is, they can 

become independent. Our good news to the lost is, they can be found.   

Wherever our mission is accomplished, entire communities, cities, states, and nations will be 

changed for the better.  Our mission includes digging wells where people need clean drinking water.  

Our mission includes building schools where people need to be educated.  Our mission includes 

building churches where people need a place to worship.  Our mission includes building resource 

centers where people will be taught how to sustain their raised quality of life.  This will happen 

because our mission includes releasing the power of the gospel which includes the Kingdom’s 

agenda, to change people who will ultimately change their surroundings.   

Mission Motto: Committed To Impacting Our World For Christ   


